We investigate the widely-existing short necklace states in random systems. It is found that their peak width and relative height in lnT spectra keep almost constant when the system length increases, which is explained by the coupled-resonator theory with intrinsic parameters. This property makes them special in contribution of lnT fluctuation. Further, short necklace states can help us to deeply understand the physical meaning of localization length and the delocalized effect in localized regime.
After careful review, we find that previous NS studies are focused on long necklace state(LNS) which is spatially extended through a whole configuration. The length is an important property of NS, but it is secondary. The most essential property of NS is the coupling between localized states which are near to each other in both frequency domain (nearly degenerated) and in spatial domain so that they form a "chain"(necklace) and help wave to hop from one to another. If we disregard the length requirement, e.g., a few localized states form a chain which is so short that it is deeply embedded inside a long configuration, we define such a chain as short necklace state(SNS). Obviously, the occurrence probability of SNS is much much higher than LNS. Then the question becomes "Are there special properties of SNSs which make them very important in localization studies?"
In this Letter, we will demonstrate that the high plateau in lnT spectra are the evidence of widely existing SNSs. SNSs are an important origin of the lnT fluctuation and very essential for fully understanding the physical meaning of localization length. The most special property of SNSs is that their peak width and the relative hight in lnT spectra depend only on intrinsic parameters, i.e. the coupling strength between localized states and the length of SNS, and is independent of configuration length L. This property is found numerically and also derived by our theory based on the couplingresonator model. So SNSs have priorities over LNSs since their much higher occurrence probability, and also have priorities over localized states since their much wider and almost L-independent peak-width. Further more, we demonstrate that the localization length ξ is not a simple 'decay length' since it includes the delocalized effects of SNSs. With all these results, a basic physical picture can be formed in which SNSs are the widely existing seeds of delocalization effect even in the strong localized regime and can help us to understand details of APT.
Our numerical 1D model is made of optical binary layers, i.e. each cell contains two kind layers, whose dielectric constants are ǫ 1 = 1 and ǫ 2 = 2, and thicknesses are is introduced, d 0 2 = 120nm is the average thickness, γ is the random number in the range of [−1, 1] and W is the randomness strength which is chosen as 0.1 in this work.
Following the history of localization study, we start from the statistic property of lnT of configurations. The lnT distribution of 2 × 10 5 configurations for 3000-cell and 6000-cell systems at frequency f 0 = 2.5422 × 10
15 Hz are shown in Fig.1 . Same as expected, lnT is Gaussian distributed. From the lnT , we can obtain ξ = −L/ lnT = 150a 0 , where
is the average cell length and chosen as the length unit. The Gaussian distribution of lnT is well known, but the physical reasons of lnT fluctuation, which related with basic understanding of localization length, is still waiting for more detailed study.
The first naive thought of the lnT fluctuation is that it's originated from the resonant transmission peaks of localized states, such as Azbel states [13] . But from simple scaling argument, we will find out these peaks are negligible in lnT fluctuation for enough long systems, e.g., L > 10ξ. The contribution of localized state peaks can be roughly estimated as P * H, where P is the probability of a frequency exactly falling on a resonant peak, and H ∼ L/ξ is the averaged hight of peaks in lnT spectra. P is ∝ ρδω, where ρ ∝ L is the density of state and δω is the peak average width of localized states. Since peakwidth δω ∝ e −L/ξ decrease exponentially with L, the contribution to lnT fluctuation from localized state peaks can be neglected when L ≫ ξ.
The second naive thought is that the lnT fluctuation is from the different decay length l d of the localized states. But after numerical calculation of l d from field distribution of localized states in 3 × 10 4 random configurations with L = 10ξ, we find that the distribution of l d , shown in Fig. 1b , is quite different from that of lnT . We can see that the distribution of l d is not Gaussian and its mean value is about l d ∼ 100 much smaller than ξ = 150. The difference between l d and ξ will be discussed later.
To find the physical reason of the fluctuation of lnT , we need to check the lnT spectra of random configura- Fig.2 is constructed by adding more layers to the shorter configuration(keeping the original part unchanged). At first sought, the spectra are like the "fish backbone" with the sharp resonant peaks of localized states as "stings". But we note that the base of backbone is not quite flat and there are plateaus and valleys which are higher or lower than the mean value lnT = −L/ξ. These plateaus and valleys are the basic spectral feature of one certain configuration. For totally different configurations, the feature (the positions of plateaus and valleys) are totally different. Hence, it is rational to think that the fluctuation of lnT at certain frequency is mainly from these plateaus and valleys of different configurations. Actually, not only fluctuation of lnT , the mean value lnT , which defined the localization length ξ, is also averaged over all valleys and plateaus for different configurations at certain frequency. Then the question becomes "where are these plateaus and valleys from?".
After careful observation, we find that, although the plateaus and valleys are quite different for totally different configurations, the spectral feature has some kind of inheritance, if we increase the system length L by adding more layers at both sides of the original configuration, as we did in Fig.2 . The inheritance of the spectra is clearly shown in Fig.2 , where the longer configuration is constructed by adding more layers to the shorter one. The inheritance infer that these plateaus and valleys are not sensitive to the boundary of a configuration, or in other words, they are really from intrinsic things deeply inside a configuration. After careful check, we find that the origin of the plateaus in transmission spectra is the SNS which widely exist deeply inside long configurations. From Fig.2 , we can clearly see that, for short configuration with L = 8.8ξ, there is a LNS signed by red arrow which is same as that predicted by Pendry and Tartakovskii [3, 4] . The field distribution at resonant frequencies shown in Fig.3 also confirm the judgement. After adding more layers, for L = 24 configuration, the plateau is still there, but much lower and now the LNS becomes SNS which deeply embedded inside the longer configuration. Inversely, if we find a SNS plateau in the spectra of a long configuration, we can locate the position of SNS by the field distribution at the resonant frequencies, then, by removing more layers far away from the SNS, we change the SNS into LNS of a shortened configuration. So, SNS and LNS could be transformed into each other by adding or removing more layers. But for very long configurations, compared with extremely rare LNS, SNS widely exist in almost all frequency range.
With SNS concept in random configurations, we can understand the lnT spectra of random configurations in a very different picture now. Without SNS, the spectra of random configurations are formed by randomly distributed peaks of independent localized states, so that the fluctuation is only from fluctuation of density of states. But now, we know that the coupling between a few localized states can generate correlation in lnT spectra, which is represented by many small plateaus. Actually, compared with LNS which generate correlation in T spectra which have been studied by Pendry and our previous work [12] , SNS can generate correlation in lnT spectra [14] . Widely existing SNS plateaus form the basic feature of lnT spectra, as shown in Fig.2 . But SNS population is still much less than localized states. Next, we will show that an important property of SNSs makes them much more important than localized states as the source of lnT fluctuation.
Comparing the signed plateaus in Fig.2 with different L, we find that their width and relative hight keep almost constant, although the absolute hight is reduced with L. This property makes SNS qualitatively different. The contribution of localized states to the lnT fluctuation can be neglected for long systems (L ≫ ξ) since their peakwidth decreases exponentially with length, while the SNS contribution of lnT spectra is much larger since their constant peak width and relative hight.
Why the width and hight of SNS are almost constant for different L? And, with increasing length L by adding more layers, why most plateaus are robust but some of them will split? We will reveal the physics behind these SNS properties. From different behaviors of plateaus, we can separate the SNS plateaus into two classes, the short intrinsic NS (SINS) for the robust ones and short nonintrinsic NS (SNNS) for the splitting ones. We use the coupled-resonator model to study the difference between two classes. Suppose that two localized states, whose frequencies and positions are near to each other, can be represented by two coupled resonators:
where E i , i = 1 or 2, are the fields of two localized state, and˙means the time derivative; ω i and δ i are the "original" central frequencies and peak-widths (inverse of quality factors) of two localized states if without coupling, and κ 12 = −κ 21 ∝ dx(E 1 * E 2 ) are the coupling strength between two localized states which proportional to the overlap integral. To classify these different behaviors, we need to compare scales of several parameters in Eq.(1). First, supposing that the sum of original peak-widths δ 1 + δ 2 is larger than peak distance ∆ω 12 = |ω 1 − ω 2 | which means two peaks overlapping with each other. For example, a configuration length L is not very long so that two peaks are wide enough to overlap with each other, then, two peaks form a plateau. But, when the length L increases by adding more layers, both peak widths δ i decrease exponentially, then, when δ 1 + δ 2 < ∆ω 12 , whether the plateau will split or not depends on a new condition, the comparing between |κ 12 | and |∆ω 12 |. From the coupled-resonators theory [15] , we can obtain that, if the condition
is satisfied, two resonators are always well-coupled to each other and now the plateau width is determined by κ ij (peak-repulsion effect), independent of any other conditions . If this condition is not satisfied, the plateau will split when L is large enough. For multi-coupled localized states of nth-order SNS, the discussion is similar. Now, the reason of different behaviors of plateaus is obvious, for the SINS, the plateau is very robust and its width is determined by coupling strength, but for SNNS, the plateau will split. For long L >> ξ configurations, most plateaus are from the SINS which are deeply embedded inside the configurations, while very few exceptions are generally near the configuration edges since the peak width of near-edge localized states is much larger.
In following discussion of this work, all SNS are referred to SINS. From Eq.(2), we can also obtain the optimal distance of localized states in SNS [16] .
Next, we will demonstrate that the localization length ξ = −L/ lnT , the most important length scale in Anderson localization theory, is related with SNS too. It's well known that there is a "save" way to obtain the precise ξ numerically, .i.e. calculating the electric field E(x) of a very long random configuration at a chosen frequency, then ξ can be obtain as the inverse of slope ξ ≃ −L/ln(E(L)/E(0)). The violation will be very small for very large L, since the variance σ ∝ L/ξ is much smaller than mean value −L/ξ, which is called as selfaveraging property. However, if we are careful, more interesting details can be found as shown in Fig. 4a , where ln|E| vs x at frequency f = 1.5996 × 10
16 Hz is shown. The insert is the enlarged first small part of Fig.4a for detailed discussion. We find that, except short-range fluctuations, there are several long-range "sections" signed by dashed lines as shown in Fig.4a . In each section, the slope α i does not have large change, but in different sections the slopes could be quite different, which is clearly shown in α 1 and α 2 in Fig.4a insert. Where are these "sections" from? We can find the reason if we check two lnT spectra shown in Fig.4b , which are from two configurations with the 2000 cells and the first 3300 cells of the long configuration in Fig.4a . The first configuration (I conf ) exactly includes first section of Fig.4a insert, while the second configuration (II conf ) includes both first and second sections. For I conf whose slope in Fig.4a is very larger(compared the average slope), we find that the frequency is exactly falling into the spectrum valley. But for II conf which ends with very-small-slope section, we find that there is a SNS appearing at the frequency, and again the inheritance is very clear for two spectra. Obviously, the occurrence of SNS has strong influence on the local slope and determined a "very-small-slope section". Another important influence of slope is from fluctuation of density of states(very few states in the valley), but it is not the main topic of this work. With these observation, we can construct such a more detailed picture to describe the decay slope of ln|E| when configuration length L increases: if a SNS occurs, the slope will be much smaller, but if without SNS and even very few localized states occurs, the slope will be much larger. Based on SNS picture, three conclusions are derived from observation. The first is that the typical "section" length (about 10ξ in our model) actually is the typical length scale l N S for a SNS to appear at certain frequency. Second, we have new understanding of the localization length ξ, since, for a very long configuration, many short SNS in it have strong influence not only on the slope of sections, but also on the total average slope α, which is the inverse of ξ. Third, we have new understanding of self-averaging property of lnT spectra too, i.e. the average slope of a very long system has not only averaged the density fluctuation of localized states, but also averaged the occurrence fluctuation of SNS. Our recent work [12] shows that the occurrence probability P N S of LNS will increases considerably near APT point, so that NS is not confined by single parameter theorem and could take a critical delocalization role at APT. In this work, we can see that, even in very strong localized regime, SNS represent widely existing delocalization mechanism. SNS may can tell us more details of the APT scenario, i.g. more and more SNS can be connected with each other and form a LNS at last, so that the whole configuration is conducting.
At last, we hope to discuss the decay length l d of localized states and its relation with ξ. As we have shown in Fig.1b , the l d typical value of configurations with L = 10ξ is very different from ξ, which is against our common sense since we generally use exp(−L/ξ) to represent the field of localized states. Numerical results tell us that, for not-very-long L < 2l N S = 20ξ configurations, l d typical value is smaller than ξ. Our explanation is following: since there is no SNS in such not-very-long system generally, l d is the "naked" decay length which is corresponding the large slope in Fig.4a , and the field should be write as exp(−L/l d ). Only in the very long range (x >> l N S ), the localized field can approximated as exp(−|x|/ξ) since all effects of SNS are included. In summary, the SNSs which widely exist in long random configurations are investigated. The speciality of SNSs and their contribution to lnT fluctuation and localization length ξ are studied numerically and theoretically. With SNSs, a much more detailed picture of Anderson phase transition can be set up, and many topics can be quantitatively studied, such as the evolution of SNS with strength of randomness, the change of localization length and its relation with evolution of SNS, the correlation in lnT spectra and the optimal order of SNS. These studies will reveal more details of APT in future.
